GEAR Advice

Got a burning question about walking gear?
Get in touch and we’ll put the best ones to our
expert Tom Hutton. The doctor will see you now…

Hello Doctor. Tell me, how
does using a rustic walking
stick compare with walking
poles? Are they really worth the cash?
Simon Upton

Q

Dear Doc, I am looking to buy a pedometer to help
record my walks. There seems to be a large variety
of styles and prices available, and I like the idea of
a wristwatch-style device. But I’ve read several reviews
questioning their accuracy and ease of set-up. Can you
recommend a reasonably priced model that is, above all,
accurate? While you’re at it, could you suggest a quick and
easy way to check pedometer accuracy?
Craig Chambers

Q

This one went beyond my own expertise so
I consulted with specialist Kevin Thomson, of
Silva. Kevin suggests that the more
complicated any unit, the more liable it is to be
open to questions of accuracy and reliability. And
as pedometers were originally designed for use
on the hip, that would always be the
version he’d recommend in the first
instance. His suggestion is for
Silva’s own ex Distance
pedometer, which counts
steps and measures
distance in either
miles or kilometres

Q
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by setting one’s stride length. This usually
retails at £19.99 but Kevin has sent me one
to pass on to you – let me know how you get
on with it.
The easiest way to check accuracy is to
measure the walk from an OS map or similar
and then compare it with the reading. Or if
you have a local sports pitch where you can
walk an exact distance, perhaps try it there?

you phone around your local shops and ask
if they have an expert boot fitter, perhaps
even if they use a Brannock Device. Many
independent shops specialise in this kind
of service, as do most of the multiples,
including Snow & Rock and Ellis Brigham.
You’re definitely right to say that some
brands are narrower than others, though.
I find Zamberlan and Boreal, for example,
very narrow; whereas Meindl, Aku and
Brasher tend to be wider and more suited
to my feet. Scarpa make some boots in an
optional wider last, and the British
manufacturer Alt-Berg have a whole range
of widths for each size. Let us know how
you get on.

There are few things
in life that feel quite as
liberating as ditching
your boots, socks or
shoes and slipping on
a pair of sandals. And for easy walking on
warm, dry days, it’s possible to knock off
quite a few miles in a good pair.
Like a good pair of boots, though, you

HI-TEC
Harmony Back Strap
£45

Put your question
to the Gear Doctor!

Email country.walking@lfto.com or
post your query on our Facebook page –
just search for Country Walking.

Ace testers Tom and Steph celebrate summer by slipping their
feet into a selection of top-notch walking sandals.
need to make sure the sandals you choose
fit you well. They should hold your foot
securely in place and give your toes as
much protection as possible. And also like
boots, it may take a few short walks to get
your feet used to them.
Once you get there, though, you’ll revel in
your new-found freedom – and unlike boots,
you can drive home in them afterwards!

Best
in test
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A

There are many ways to measure
foot size. Some fitters rely on sight
alone, others using a whole range

of complicated measurements. The most
reliable method I’ve come across is a
Brannock Device, which measures not only
length and width but the distance
between your heel and the ball of your
foot – that can vary hugely between people
with the same size feet. For width, the
Brannock Device uses a lettering system
(A, B, C etc) – a wide foot in a small size may
well be a narrow foot in a larger size. The
skill of the fitter is then to use his
knowledge to match up the right boot
brand with your foot dimensions.
It’s a pity you’ve been getting vague
answers, as this is an area where shops can
score points over buying online. I’d suggest

A trekking pole is technically
way ahead of a wooden stick.
It has a soft, grippy handle, a
sharp point, a basket to make sure it
doesn’t sink too deep in soft ground or
snow, and full adjustability, which
means it will fit perfectly in the first
place and you can then shorten or
lengthen it as the terrain dictates. Some
also have anti-shock systems, which will
ease the pounding on your wrists – and
don’t forget they pack down small
enough to go in your pack when not
needed. A stick, on the other hand, is
aesthetically pleasing and authentic in
feel. The other big difference is in the
way they are used. Trekking poles
should be used in pairs, where they
offer a much bigger benefit than singly.
I’ve never yet seen a walker carrying
two wooden poles.

A

A

How do manufacturers (and gear
shops) define wide and narrow
feet? Can you give a rough idea
of the measurements that categorise
them? I’m told I’ve got narrow feet and
that some brands do narrower boots as
a general rule, but no one seems sure
which. Answers in gear shops have
been vague and mixed, and I haven’t
felt confident enough to make a
purchase yet!
Pete Skellum
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Gear doctor

SIX OF THE BEST: SANDALS

BRASHER
Mayan £70

SOURCE
Gobi £70

uhi-tec.com
Lightweight, stylish sandals for
women, with synthetic uppers,
soft neoprene lining and a very
comfortable sculpted EVA
footbed. The sole is stiff and
grippy enough to cope with
uneven trails, and for more
relaxing days you can remove
the back strap and simply slip
them on. A well-priced and
versatile sandal.

ubrasher.co.uk
A traditional-looking leather
sandal that’s super-comfy,
courtesy of well-padded straps
and a suede-like memory foam
footbed. The front strap is
well-placed so holds the toes
well behind the bumper, and
while it presents an air of
comfort and luxury, which is
great on a beach, the sole is also
stiff and grippy enough to cope
with rougher trails.

usourcehydration.co.uk
Great-looking and seriously
comfortable sandals, with
adjustable webbing straps that
give a really secure fit and dry
quickly too if they do get wet.
These feel great to walk in, with
grippy rubber on the footbed and
stiff soles that cope well with
uneven terrain. Covered by
Source’s Green Dot Warranty – as
long as the green dot is intact,
the guarantee is valid.

TEVA
Tanza £70

MERRELL
Kahuna III £75

KEEN
Turia £80

uteva.co.uk
A classy-looking nubuck sandal
that really is made for walking
decent distances. It has a good,
solid midsole, so the odd rock is
no problem; and the straps,
which are wonderfully
comfortable, hold the foot in a
perfect position, well back from
the bumper. A robust,
deep-cleated sole inspires
confidence too.

umerrell.com
Rugged-looking sandals with
suede uppers and soft Lycra
neoprene lining. The stiff Vibram
soles feel great on rugged
ground, with an air cushion at
the heel to absorb impact, and
the rugged tread pattern grips
well on just about anything.
These take longer to dry than a
synthetic model, but are superb
for walking hot, dry trails.

ukeenfootwear.com
Not open-toed, but definitely
sleek for a hybrid and seriously
comfortable too. The midsole is
tough enough to tackle rougher
paths and the webbing heel-lock
system makes them pretty
secure too. Toe and heel
protection is obviously no
problem, but they are pretty
enclosed, so if stones get in,
they will stay in.
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